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Name of District(s) 

NOTICE 
(C)/OSSSC Dated 22nd February, 2024 

Publication of Provisional Screening List (additional) for 
Document Verification of CRE-2023 

In continuation to the results published in Annexure-l of the Commission's Notice No. lE 
51/2023/889(cyosssc dt.08.12.2023, No. 909(C/OsssC dt.20.12.2023 & No.11(CyOsssC 
dt.11.01.2024, the following candidates are provisionally screened for Document Verification in the 

following district(s). 
Roll Numbers of candidates 

1962000365, 1962000902, 1962001040, 1962001960, 1962002467, 
1962002498, 1962002603, 1962002826, 1962003239, 1962003618, 
1962004487, 1962004701, 1962005036, 1962005304, 1962005667, 
1962005682, 1962006069, 1962006356, 1962006402, 1962006569, 
1962007397, 1962007470, 1962007607, 1962007660, 1962007691, 
1962007769, 1962007831, 1962008318, 1962008366, 1962008430, 
1962009467, 1962010373. 1962010438, 1962011431, 1962012029, 
1962012172, 1962012975, 1962013313. 1962013554, 1962014212, 
1962014338, 1962014355, 1962014397, 1962015289, 1962015680, 
1962016675, 1962017742, 1962017938, 1962018377, 1962019713, 
1962020393, 1962021041 

Verification of original documents and validation of Biodata of the aforesaid candidates shall 
be conducted on 26.02.2024 at 10.00 AM in the office of the Collector and District Magistrates 
concerned. They are required to attend the document verification process before the District Level 
Board as per the schedule & venue given in their Intimation Letters already sent to them in their 
registered email ID. AII the candidates are mandatorily required to exercise their choice of 
Posts/Departments in order of preference online for all the choices (JA & PEO as per eligibility) 
available on the spot. The allocation of Posts/Departments will be done on merit as per the choice of 
the candidates. 

If any candidate fails to attend document verification process, his/her candidature shall be 
rejected and he/she shall not be allowed to participate in the recruitment process any further. 

It is also made clear that candidature of the candidates is purely provisional and is liable for 
rejection in the event of inadequacyldeficiency found at any stage. Mere participation in the document 
verification process does not confer any right upon the candidate for appointment. 

The candidates are advised to visit the website of the Commission at regular intervals for updates. 
By order of the Çommission 
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